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Key 
Get learners thinking about the big ideas behind computer pro-
gramming (coding):  How is coding like giving instructions?  What 
are the challenges of giving instructions?  Why do programmers use 
programming languages? 

Connections 
This activity is a great precursor to coding/robotics.  It also pairs particularly well when 
completed before How Are You Feeling?

Activity Parts
Part A 
By telling each other how to recreate simple drawings, learners explore the differences be-
tween how humans give instructions to each other and how programmers give instructions 
to computers.

Part B 
Learners discuss how and why programmers write blocks of code.  Then, they create their 
own “programming languages” to investigate how programmers simplify the process of 
giving instructions.

Tell Me What to Do! 
[ideas related to computer programming]



PArT A

Big Idea for Kids 
If you were going to give a computer instructions, how would you do it?  
How would you write the instructions and convey them to the computer in 
ways that the computer would understand?  What kinds of problems might 
you run into?  That’s what we’re going to explore in this activity.  Humans 
rely on computers to complete all kinds of tasks.  It’s the job of engineers 
to give the computers instructions on how to complete those tasks.

Getting ready
Time Estimate 
1 hour

Materials 
Pencils or Pens 
Journals 
Blank paper

Preparation 
Read through the activity instructions thoroughly before beginning.
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Activity Instructions
1 Follow up on the extended learning question from the previous session, if 

applicable.

2 Explain to learners that you’re going to explore two major questions to better un-
derstand how to give instructions to a 
computer.  Introduce the Open the 
Window questions and give learn-
ers 3-5 minutes to journal about 
them.

3 Divide learners into groups of three 
(it’s okay if you have a pair or a 
group of four).  Each group should 
choose someone to be the “instruc-
tor.”  (Everyone will eventually get 
a turn at this).  The other people in 
the group will be called “followers.”

4 The instructors should each draw a 
simple picture on a piece of blank 
paper.  (Each instructor can draw 
whatever they want).  Let them 
know that the picture should be 
simple enough that they can ex-
plain to someone else exactly how 
to draw it.  The instructors should 
not show their pictures to the 
followers.

5 Explain that the instructors will now tell the followers how to replicate their pic-
ture.  The rules are:

•  The instructor will explain, step by step, how to replicate their picture.
•  The instructor is allowed to look at the followers’ drawings, but the followers 

cannot look at the instructor’s drawing.
•  After each step, the followers are allowed to ask questions of the instructor 

(but not of one another).
•  If the instructor notices that the followers do something wrong, the instructor 

can say “undo that step” and give them a new instruction.

How is computer 
programming (coding) 
similar to and different 
than giving instructions to 
another human?

 What are the biggest 
challenges in giving 
instructions to computers?  
To humans?  How might we 
overcome them?

Open the

Window



Give a reasonable amount of time (up to about ten minutes) for the instructors to tell the 
followers how to replicate the picture.

6 Come back together as a full group and debrief.  In particular, focus on the second Open 
the Window question: What are the biggest challenges in giving instructions?  Encourage 
instructors to share specific words or phrases that didn’t work well and encourage follow-
ers to share instructions that didn’t make sense to them.  Have followers compare their 
drawings.  Are the drawings the same?  Are they the same as the instructors’?  Why or 
why not?

7 Now tell learners you’re going to adjust one thing to make this exercise a little more like 
giving instructions to computers.

8 Have each group choose a new instructor.  The new instructor in each group should draw 
a new picture.  (Each instructor can draw whatever they want).

9 Instructors will tell the followers how to replicate their picture, but this time, the follow-
ers can’t ask any questions.  So, now the rules are:

•  The instructor will explain, step by step, how to replicate their drawing.
•  The instructor is allowed to look at the followers’ drawings, but the followers cannot 

look at the instructor’s drawing.
•  If the instructor notices that the followers do something wrong, the instructor can 

say “undo that step” and then give a new instruction.
•  Followers cannot ask any questions.

 As before, give a reasonable amount of time (up to about 10 minutes) for the instructor 
to tell the followers how to replicate the picture.

10 Bring everyone together to debrief.  Ask learners if the exercise was harder this time.  You 
can point out that this was more like computer programming because computers usually 
can’t ask questions.

11 Have learners journal about their best tips for giving good instructions. They should 
share with the class and create a “best tip list.” (This can be put onto a poster board, if 
desired).

12 Have learners journal about the View From My Window questions.

13 Give learners the extended learning question, if desired.
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Extended Learning 
Ask a parent, friend, or teacher to write a 
set of instructions for making a peanut 
butter and jelly sandwich.  Next time we 
meet, we can compare the different sets of 
instructions.

Today, you were using 
instructions to recreate 
simple pictures.  Would 
you be able to do that 
with more complicated 
tasks?  For example, could 
you have explained to the 
followers exactly how to 
get from your school to the 
hospital?  To the park?  To 
the grocery store?  What 
would you need in order to 
give instructions for more 
complicated tasks?
 
How can you give the best 
instructions possible?

View from my

Window
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Big Idea for Kids 
Now that you’ve tried giving instructions, let’s do something a little more 
like what real programmers do to give instructions to computers.

Getting ready
Time Estimate 
1-1.5 hrs

Materials 
Pencils or pens 
Journals 
Blank paper

Preparation 
Read through the activity instructions thoroughly before beginning.

PArT B
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Activity Instructions
1 In light of what learners have ex-

plored and learned, take a minute 
to review the Open the Window 
questions.

2 Divide learners into groups of three 
(it’s okay if you have a pair or a 
group of four).  Like before, each 
group should choose an instructor.  
The other people in the group will 
be “followers.”

3 Again, each instructor should draw 
a simple picture without showing it 
to the followers. 

4 While the instructors create their 
drawings, explain:

 Programmers communicate with 
computers by typing their instructions directly into the computer.  In 
addition, they often give the computer many instructions (commands) at 
once instead of one at a time.  This can be quicker, especially when there 
are a lot of steps involved.  It also allows the programmer to run the 
program many times without retyping all the steps.  However, this can 
also create challenges, as you will discover.

5 Once the instructors have finished their drawings, they should write a full list of 
steps for followers to use to replicate the drawing. 

6 Then, the instructor should give the list of steps to followers.  Followers should 
complete the steps.  The instructor is not allowed to watch while this happens.  
When the followers are finished, the instructor and followers can compare their 
drawings. 

7 Come back together as a full class and debrief.  In particular, discuss the following 
questions:

•  Are the drawings the same?
•  If not, can the instructor tell which specific step caused the problem?  

How is computer 
programming or coding 
similar to and different 
from giving instructions to 
another human?

What are the biggest 
challenges in giving 
instructions to computers 
and humans, and how 
might we overcome them?

Open the

Window

“ “



Programmers call this a “bug” in the program.
•  What were the challenges in giving the instructions as a list?  Did it take a long 

time?  Did followers interpret some instructions differently from how the instructor 
intended?

8 By now, learners will likely have noticed a number of things, including:

•  Giving instructions step by step and in a list takes a long time.
•  Sometimes, instructions aren’t clear to the follower because different instructors use 

different explanations and words.

Point these out to learners, and explain that as a result:

 Programmers and computer engineers create “programming languages.”  
These languages create shortcuts, eliminate confusion about specific words or 
steps, and allow programmers to understand what other programmers are 
doing.

9 Ask each group to create their own programming language.  To do this, they should cre-
ate a list of short phrases or words—commands—and what they mean.  For example, 
the phrase “1 straight” is a command that might mean the follower should draw a 1-inch 
straight horizontal line.  Groups may need to create commands like “right,” “left,” “cen-
ter,” “above,” “below,” “previous,” “next,” etc. so the followers know where to draw each 
part of the picture in relation to the other parts. 
 
Here are some other examples:

•  1 tall = draw a 1-inch straight vertical line
•  2 straight = draw a 2-inch straight horizontal line
•  4 round = draw a circle with a 4-inch diameter

 Each group should create a list of commands and what each one means.

10 Once groups have created their languages, they should choose a new instructor.  The new 
instructor in each group should draw a simple picture and then create a list of steps for 
the followers using the group’s programming language.

11 Each instructor should give her list of steps to her followers.  Followers should complete 
the steps, but, like last time, the instructor is not allowed to watch.  When the followers 
are finished, the instructor and followers can compare their drawings. 

12 Come back together as a full class and debrief.  In particular, discuss the following 
questions:

“ “
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•  Did the drawings turn out the same?
•  Did creating the programming language make the process faster?
•  Did creating the programming language remove some of the confusion?

OPTIONAL: Have groups swap programming languages and lists of steps.  Try the 
exercise again.  Discuss if and how programming languages make sharing easier.

13 Have learners journal about 
the View From My Window 
questions:

14 Give learners the extended learn-
ing question, if desired.

Extended Learning 
Work with a friend, parent, or someone 
else to create a “programming language” 
for something other than drawing (it can 
be for making your bed, writing a sen-
tence, dancing, etc).  Was this harder or 
easier than the programming language 
you created for drawing?  Is there any 
task you think would be impossible to 
program this way?

Why are programming 
languages helpful? 

How are programming 
languages like regular 
(human) languages?

Do you think there are 
machines that can create 
or change their own 
instructions?  Does this mean 
those machines can learn?

View from my

Window
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